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This research seeks to explore and better understand historical representations 
and interpretations of Dakota people through the examination of historic site markers in 
Kandiyohi County. Utilizing historic site analysis, computer-based mapping and spatial 
representations, as well as drawing on current work on textual analysis and spectrality 
in geography, this research aims to reconstruct present-day historical narratives in 
Kandiyohi County and situate them according to often unheard—and unmarked—Native 
perspectives. While doing so, this project also explores broader historical narratives 
within the cultural landscape and pursues a contextualized and nuanced understanding 
of the County’s history by connecting events and cultural constructions that initially 
seem unrelated through the introduction of a concept called the ‘spectral narrative’.  
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European descriptions of where Dakota People lived, 
our culture, and our way of life were often haphazard—
although war between Dakota and other groups was often 
described in great detail. Those sources illuminate the 
tenuous nature of that information, especially when the 
traditional history and knowledge of our people are not 
factored in. That traditional history, our history, has been 
written over with a master narrative that is not our own. That 
is what happens when we do not tell our own stories. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Situating Kandiyohi County’s Historical Narrative 
Kandiyohi County is a rural region located in Central Minnesota (see Figure 1.1) 
with a population of 42,542 (United States Census Bureau 2010). According to 
Kandiyohi County Administration (2018) the county is roughly 862 square miles of which 
66 square miles is water. The aqueous nature of the area led to the county’s motto 
‘Where the Lakes Begin’ and to the area being known by its regional nomenclature, 
‘Willmar Lakes Area’ (Minnesota 2018). Willmar, Minnesota is the county seat and holds 
a population of just under 20,000 of which 0.5% classified themselves as American 
Indian in 2010 according to the United States Census Bureau (2010).1  
 
Figure 1.1: Minnesota and Kandiyohi County. 
                                                          
1 Compared to 1.1% in the State of Minnesota and 0.9% nationally (United States Census Bureau 




I was raised in Kandiyohi County, and growing up I did not fully appreciate the 
abundance of Native American representations. Indigenous—more specifically 
Dakota—histories seemed to be everywhere and were a part of my everyday 
experience. From stopping along the Glacial Ridge Scenic Byway to read about the 
‘Great Sioux Camp’ at Green Lake to watching the ‘Little Crow’ Ski Team in New 
London, I was unwittingly immersed in a narrative of a ‘once was’ Dakota region. These 
narratives are particularly emphasized in the contents of historic site markers 
maintained by the Kandiyohi County Historic Society (KCHS). These markers readily 
romanticize the area’s connections to a Dakota past—specifically to the events that 
transpired during the Dakota-U.S. War of 1862.2  Within a matter of miles of entering the 
county from any direction the surrounding landscape will include a combination of 
historic site markers, informational signage, and business advertisements that 
collectively disclose representations and interpretations of a past Native American 
presence in the landscape.  
The most common Native references in the county regard the Dakhóta Oyáte 
(Dakota People). A prime example of such is located in downtown Willmar on the corner 
of 5th Street and Becker Avenue Southwest. Here, a gleaming seventeen-foot golden 
statue of a near naked Dakota ‘chief’ adorns the lawn of the County Courthouse—
juxtaposing both the County library and a local Lutheran church. The statue depicts a 
Native man with braided hair which is decorated by a lone feather behind the left ear. 
                                                          
2 Also known as the U.S. Dakota War of 1862, the Dakota War, the Sioux Uprising, the Dakota 
Uprising, and the Sioux Outbreak of 1862. I have chosen to use Dakota-U.S. War of 1862 for this 
following Westerman and White (2012).  
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Covered by only a loincloth roped around the waist, the statue gazes across the 
intersection with a stern face. Held in the statue’s left hand is a fishing spear, and in the 
right, a fish line holding a pair of large fish—resembling carp—that extends from the 
statue’s right thigh down to the right foot. According to an exhibit at the KCHS County 
Museum (2017), the county’s name ‘Kandiyohi’ comes from a Dakota word3 meaning 
‘where the buffalo fish come’4 (see Figure 1.2).  
 
Figure 1.2: 'Chief' Kandiyohi Statue (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
                                                          
3 Grace Goldtooth Campos, a staff member of the Tribal Historic Preservation Office at the Lower 
Sioux Community in Morton, Minnesota, stated that the word Kandiyohi and the derived translation is an 
Anglicization of different Dakota words, and not necessarily accurate in certain contexts (2016).  
 
4 Bob Larson, KCHS’s research associate, states that ‘buffalo fish’ is what Dakota call the fish 
species ‘carp’ (2018).  
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Combining the richness of natural water resources with the various public 
monuments and markers pertaining to the County’s Dakota history, the golden statue 
seems—at least initially—to embody the essence of the County’s past. As a matter of 
fact, it was not until I was in my late twenties that I learned ‘Chief’ Kandiyohi never 
existed.5 The statue is fictitious—its initial existence was conceptualized as an 
advertising logo by a local bank—which was then aptly named “Kandiyohi County 
Bank”—in the early twentieth-century (Kandiyohi County Historical Society 1983).  
The ‘chief’ was later commissioned to be ‘brought to life’ by being molded from 
fiberglass into the seventeen-foot statue and set atop of the downtown Bank of Willmar 
after a midcentury merger. After many years with the Bank of Willmar, the statue was 
donated to the City of Willmar and Kandiyohi County and was relocated to its current 
site (Kandiyohi County Historical Society 1983). Passersby and residents alike 
experience everyday representations of Dakota history in the County— both 
intentionally and inadvertently, and the information retained from these encounters—
accurate or inaccurate—help to form broader discourses. 
Assumptions about the County’s history—like the one I once made regarding the 
golden statue—are easy to reach and rarely challenged. Much like the statue, other 
commemorations of a Dakota past in the County—whether via marked sites in the 
landscape or even items at the local archive—have been found to be equally misleading 
and seem to perpetuate a one-sided Non-Native perspective of Dakota culture and 
                                                          
5 A revelation for which I feel ashamed to not have learned sooner and also cheated for not 
having this fact pointed out to me throughout my years living in Willmar. 
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history.6 In Kandiyohi County, such interpretations were initially created by nineteenth-
century settlers and/or their descendants,7 and this idealized native narrative is still 
dominant in the cultural landscape.   
Statement of Intent 
This research seeks to explore and better understand historical representations 
and interpretations of Dakota people in Kandiyohi County. In doing so, I am seeking to 
understand the relationship between such representations and contemporary Dakota 
identity. Utilizing archival materials, historic site analysis, computer-based mapping and 
spatial representation, as well as drawing on current work on textual analysis and 
spectrality in geography, this research aims to map present-day historical narratives in 
Kandiyohi County and situate them according to often unheard—and unmarked—
Dakota perspectives. 
By analyzing the 57 marked historic sites8 in Kandiyohi County as well as 
examining locally maintained archival materials, this research also establishes a current 
and accurate historic site record for the County. Following, this project utilizes 
computer-based mapping techniques drawn from Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS) and its subset, Historical Geographic Information Systems (HGIS,) for analysis 
                                                          
6 Certain markers have been reinterpreted in the new millennium to supplant outdated histories, 
yet, as I argue in my thesis, the language, symbolism, and placement of historic information within the 
County continues to reveal underlying Anglo discourse. 
 
7 According to KCHS’s official website, “the Kandiyohi County Historical Society began in 1897 
under the name of the Old Settler’s Association” (Benson 2018). 
 
8 In total there are forty-eight known County-maintained listed sites, four known state-maintained 
listed sites, two sites listed as ‘other,’ and three known sites marked within the landscape, but not listed in 
the published “Historic Sites of Kandiyohi County” booklet (2011).  
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and display. The historic sites in the county are spatially represented and these spatio-
visual representations are implemented and analyzed to explore broader historical 
narratives within the cultural landscape. Combining these efforts while considering a 
concept from cultural geography known as ‘spectrality’ or ‘haunting’9 as an analytic, the 
historical narrative can be (re)interpreted. This approach pursues a contextualized and 
nuanced understanding of the county’s history by connecting events and cultural 
constructions that initially seem unrelated. 
                                                          
9 See Wylie, The Spectral Geographies of W.G. Sebald 2001; Cameron 2008; Maddern and Adey 
2008; and Coddington 2011 to name a few.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Landscape in Cultural Geography 
Landscape is a key concept in both cultural and historical geography10, serving as 
a critical object of investigation (Wylie, 2009). Yet, the study of landscape in cultural and 
historical geography is and has been predominately Anglo in its interpretation. This is 
not to say that these construals are transparently incorrect; rather, it should be 
acknowledged that key literature in this arena is often produced as or influenced from 
such Anglo discourses. With this in mind, Mathias Bergmann (2016), examining 
landscape in the Pacific Norwest from a native perspective, iterates: 
What is underappreciated and often misunderstood by non-natives, today and 
in the past, is the depth and complexity of the cultural significance of 
landscapes in Native Americans’ lives. Non-native readers may be surprised 
by the extensive roles landscapes and geological and topographical features 
played in the lives of indigenous groups. (p. 46) 
 
Similarly, James Taylor Carson (2002, p. 783) invited academics to “see the native 
landscape as both a cultural and a moral space, a place where mythical beings, 
ancestral spirits, daily life, and geopolitical concerns coexisted and interplayed.” This 
research aims to provide a nuanced approach to the historical landscape in Kandiyohi 
County by heeding Bergmann’s and Carson’s advice.  
Historic site analysis in Kandiyohi County was accomplished by acknowledging 
the roles the concepts of memorialization and commemoration have in cultural and 
historical geography.  By studying landscape as a broad, overarching construct, many 
                                                          
10 Anthropologists and archaeologists also write extensively about landscape (see Encyclopedia 
of Social and Cultural Anthropology for examples). 
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geographers have approached memorials—including, but not limited to historical 
markers—as physical objects within landscapes that can be used as an analytic 
towards a comprehensive understanding of societal and cultural structures (Dwyer and 
Alderman 2008; Alderman 2012).11  
Enhanced by a direct association with landscape, memorials, memorialization, 
commemoration, and monuments have become popular objects of study in cultural and 
historical geography.12 These approaches also tend to include key concepts from other 
areas of geography such as memory and identity (Sugg 2003; A. Blunt 2003), 
nationalism (Johnson 1995), and public performance (Howe 2008).  
Memorialization in Cultural Geography 
Considering the theoretical aspects of memorialization, this project adopts 
Alderman and Dwyer’s (2009) approach which demonstrates that the geographic study 
of memorials occurs through three hypothetical lenses:  memorials as text, memorials 
as arena, and memorials as performance.13  Viewing memorials as texts regards 
analysis of the written properties—connotation, meaning, context—as well as the 
material and historical conditions of the text’s creation (Alderman and Dwyer 2009). In 
Kandiyohi County, the written components of its historic sites and the textual elements 
                                                          
11 This research was later applied directly to Dakota monuments and commemoration by Carlson 
and John in 2015. 
 
12 The Dictionary of Human Geography (2013) has an entire entry dedicated to exploring 
monuments through cultural geography and includes an extensive bibliography. 
 
13 Alderman (2012) demonstrates that historical markers are indeed forms of public 
memorialization—monuments about past. Broadly speaking, historical markers expose elements of 




of archival data are viewed through Alderman and Dwyer’s approach of ‘memorials as 
text’—the connotation, context, and meaning of various historic materials are subject to 
textual analysis.   
The second ‘lens’, memorials as arena, refers to the ability of memorials and 
monuments to serve as locations for people to actively engage in the site’s underlying 
discourse—a physical location that allows people to gather, learn, and share 
experiences. The historic sites of Kandiyohi County are physical locations that allow for 
gathering upon, learning from, and experiencing the landscape firsthand. The textual 
properties (content) of memorials coalesce with their contexts—situation, aspect, so 
on—to form a more nuanced understanding of commemoration.  
Alderman and Dwyer’s third theme, memorials as performance, concerns the role 
of the site as a space to engage in cultural displays—civil war reenactments, Powwows, 
unveilings, rituals, etc. Performance components of memorialization in cultural 
landscapes can have visible and lasting impacts. In Kandiyohi County, for example, this 
was witnessed in the early 1980s when a site in downtown Willmar was temporarily 
transformed into a performative platform to receive the golden statue of ‘Chief’ 
Kandiyohi after it was donated by a local bank. This event attracted members of the 
public to gather together and was further memorialized in the local newspaper (see 
Figure 2.1).14  
 
                                                          





Figure 2.1: West Central Tribune Clipping. 
Other geographers (e.g., Till 1999, 2006; Hoelscher and Alderman 2004; and 
Foote and Azaryahu 2007) have connected the roles landscape and memorialization 
play in the wider discourse over public memory. Schriffin (2001, p. 508), for instance, 
shows that the language used in public commemoration is “part of the social, cultural, 
and political struggle over rights to ‘tell a story’.”  Similarly, Tyler-McGraw (2006, p. 157) 
emphasizes that “public monuments and displays are a form of civic education, and 
control of their sites, forms, and inscriptions is control of the meaning of local history.”   
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Cumulatively, these approaches to memorialization in cultural geography bolster 
the need—whether theoretically, analytically, or both—to explore the connections 
between the narratives embedded within the monuments and memorials in Kandiyohi 
County with broader regional discourses pertaining to Dakota presence in Minnesota. 
Towards an Understanding of Memorial Landscapes  
in Kandiyohi County 
Power plays a dynamic role in the creation, placement, and maintenance of 
memorials and historic sites. Elements of control often lead to contestation over the 
perceived ‘honest’ or ‘real’ interpretation of historic events. Schein (2003) shows how 
power dynamics are often construed through the ethereal presence of normative 
power15 acting upon the landscape, and Alderman (2012, p. 356) emphasizes that “the 
landscape is an important conduit not only for giving voice to certain historical 
narratives, but also for casting legitimacy upon them.” Considering the documented 
absence of Dakota people in Kandiyohi County since the forced removal of the Dakota 
during the aftermath of the Dakota-U.S. War of 1862, the power to tell Dakota history 
has long been in the hands of the remaining local occupants—Euro-Americans. This 
leads to contestation between Dakota and non-Dakota narratives of historical events in 
the county (Westerman and White 2012).  
The junction of landscape, history, memory, and power in Kandiyohi County 
could also be considered alongside the phenomenon Brian Dippie (1982) coins the 
                                                          
15 Schein (p. 201) states: “At its simplest, the idea of ‘normative” has to do with prescribing norms, 
of suggesting what ought to be.” 
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“Vanishing American.”16 Dippie argues that Native Americans tend to be publicly 
associated with a ‘more natural state of being’ and that this can lead to inaccurate 
representations that bolster negative stereotypes such as Native Americans are ‘one 
with nature’ and/or ‘more primitive’. Such associations, Dippie stresses, can lead to an 
erroneous assumption that Native American presence has been, and continues to be, 
diminishing alongside the world’s industrial and technological development and its drift 
away from ‘living off the land.’ This places Indigenous populations forever in the past, 
which in turn convolutes interpretations of Indigenous peoples and landscapes in the 
present.  
Recently, geographers—many using interdisciplinary approaches—have 
identified similar issues in the representation and study of Indigenous peoples17 and 
many have encouraged a change in the way we experience and study Indigenous 
geographies (e.g., Coombes, Johnson, and Howitt 2014; Kershaw, Castledon, and 
Colin 2014; Carter and Hollinsworth 2017; Mikecz 2017). The overall shift in the cultural 
paradigm of geography towards a more textual and critical evaluation of landscape can 
be traced to Duncan and Duncan (1988) who, in acknowledging the politics of power in 
their work on the intertextual relationships among and between landscapes, argue that 
“landscapes can be seen as transformations of social and political ideologies into 
physical form” (p. 125) and that ‘denaturalization’—a material change in, or 
                                                          
16 Dippie dedicated an entire book to examining the cumulative effects that Indian policies and 
attitudes of white settlers had on the ongoing perception of Native American presence. 
  
17 Geographic specialty groups have emerged as clusters of geographers engage in ethical and 
critical examinations of Indigenous geographies—some examples include The Native American 
Indigenous Studies Association (NAISA) and the Indigenous Peoples Specialty Group (IPSG) of the 
Association of American Geographers. 
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reinterpretation of the landscape18—is needed for a more nuanced understanding of 
cultural landscapes,19 particularly contested landscapes—whether the Kingdom of 
Kandy (now Sri Lanka; Duncan 1990) or Kandiyohi County.  
Understanding the historical and geographical relationship between 
representations of Dakota peoples and the Minnesotan landscapes they have 
occupied/do occupy can be a bit problematic, however. The creation, placement, and 
interpretation of most of the memorials and histories in Minnesota relating to the Dakota 
are Non-Native in origin and authorship (Anderson and Woolworth 1988; Wingerd 2010; 
Westerman and White 2012; Carlson and John 2015). In the case of Kandiyohi County, 
Victor Lawson (1905) co-wrote a history of the County, which was later republished in 
1970 for the county’s centennial. Lawson’s portrayal of Dakota people is understandably 
antiquated, yet his version of the county’s history is still used as a source of information 
for historical interpretations within the county.20 This information, which has been 
digitized and published on the Minnesota Reflections archival website, has even been 
cited by geographers studying Kandiyohi County’s history (see Rice 1978).21   
 
                                                          
18 Arguably, a key purpose of Indigenous specialty groups around the world.  
 
19 Based on informal interviews with current Lower Sioux tribal members, scholarship from 
Dakota scholars such as Gwen Westerman- MSU, and ongoing Dakota objection in Minnesota over 
interpretations of Dakota histories, particularly interpretations related to the Dakota-U.S. War of 1862. 
  
20 Textual representations on historical markers and within historic sites in Kandiyohi County were 
either directly incorporated from Lawson’s writings or are clearly influenced by them. This will be explored 
further in Chapter 4.  
 
21 Although this research is dated, it is still relevant as there is little to no scholarship since that 
has used Kandiyohi County as a study area.  
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Approaching Spectrality  
The process of re-evaluating the historical landscape in Kandiyohi County 
requires theoretical frameworks and methods that have never been applied in the region 
before. More importantly, the approach needs to allow for the inclusion of Dakota 
perspectives. As a non-Dakota researcher, I have had to consider how to integrate 
Dakota perspective. I argue, all of this can be achieved by incorporating the concept of 
‘spectrality’ from cultural geography (see Derrida 1994; Wylie 2001; Cameron 2008; 
Maddern and Adey 2008; and Coddington 2011 to name a few). At its core, spectrality 
grants a theoretical ‘material form’ to seemingly immaterial realities by creating a rift in 
the linearity of temporal experience. For Derrida, this process is accomplished “via the 
insistence or return of forgotten or alternative histories, unfulfilled debts, unresolved 
crimes, unreconciled sinners, failed utopian political dreams, refuted horizons of 
transcendence, and unsatisfied demands for justice.”22  In other words, immeasurable 
historical wrongdoings accumulate to reveal that time is out of joint, and it is the very 
presence of disjointed time that creates a ghostly materiality that can be separated and 
evaluated historically and geographically.  
 Maddren and Adey (2008) summarize spectrality in geographical thought 
succinctly by listing three core benefits of adopting a ‘spectral eye’ when contemplating 
landscape. First— and arguably most importantly—is that spectrality grants temporality 
                                                          
22 Derrida, Jacques. 1994. Specters of Marx: The state of the debt, the work of mourning, and the 
new international. New York: Routledge, quoted in Delairre, Ian. 2013. "Derrida and Agamben Spectrality 





(Wylie 2001) as it “tangles up the string of temporal linearity” (p. 292). It brings pasts 
and futures into the present by acknowledging the presences—or perhaps more 
accurately the ‘feelings’—that accompany knowledge of events that have already 
occurred or are anticipated to occur. Secondly, spectrality grants obduracy (Edensor 
2005) as it opens our eyes to the stubbornness of past, present, and future presences 
in everyday experience. The various ‘feelings/emotions’ experienced when visiting a 
war memorial, for example, are obdurate in that they tend to be automatically felt on 
both conscious and subconscious levels—dismissing the presence of such immaterial 
specters proves to be a difficult task—and presumably, for the sake of memorialization, 
not necessarily a task to strive for. Lastly, spectro-geographies contribute to research 
regarding the non-rational and affectual (see Anderson 2006 and Holloway 2006). 
Maddern and Adey (2008) summarize this well by stating that spectral geography “has 
the capacity to awaken a previously inanimate world with affective intensity” and that 
“spectral relations must be able to . . . unpick the absences that make these states 
possible” (p. 293).  
Whether contemplating power, intertextual relationships, historical 
representations, or absent discourses in the landscape, it is safe to state that these 
examinations are often linear in nature—cause and effect, then and now, now and later. 
A break from linearity—such that spectrality provides—generates a hypothetical arena 
to contemplate the complex relationships between landscape, Indigenous perspectives, 
history, memory, and local power—spectrality connects events and cultural 
constructions that initially seem unrelated. More importantly, a spectral approach allows 
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for the reflection of overarching themes of colonial injustice that often accompany and 
reinforce Dakota narratives. In other words, a spectro-geographic analysis can begin 
the ‘denaturalization’—or re-interpretation—of the historical representations in 
Kandiyohi County by shedding a new light on a ghostly past.   
Historical Geographic Information Systems  
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are computer-based programs designed 
to assemble, store, analyze, and organize geographic data (Wise 2016). Geographic 
Information Science (GIScience) encompasses the overarching technologies and 
research areas explored using GIS (Foody 2016). Social scientists—geographers, 
anthropologists, sociologists, and historians to name a few—often utilize GIS and 
GIScience to analyze and organize spatial data as well as to present their findings 
(Knowles 2008). Upon dealing with historic spatial phenomena, many social scientists 
have developed approaches for representing these data visually—together, these 
methods compromise Historical Geographic Information Systems (HGIS). Jean 
Richardson (2009) emphasizes that “HGIS is more than mapping: it offers historians . . . 
new technique[s] to visualize historical trends and concepts, that is, to analyze changes 
over both time and space” (p. 599).   
Overall, a GIS, and by extension HGIS, is a powerful instrument with a plethora 
of built in and customizable tools allowing for analysis and representation of both 
quantitative and qualitative forms of data. Some examples of these powerful tools 
include components for spatial statistical analysis (Gregory 2008), methods for 
quantifying qualitative data (Knowles 2008), and geodatabases for storing and 
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organizing large datasets (Goodchild 2008). This project will utilize such approaches to 
aid in mapping and representing historic spatial phenomena in Kandiyohi County—
methods which will be reviewed in more detail in Chapter 3. 
Between adaptation of current work in cultural geography and utilizing 
approaches geared towards the analysis of historical and temporal data in HGIS, this 
project will join various concepts and approaches in geography—landscape, 
memorialization, Indigenous geographies, spectrality, and HGIS—and use their 
intersection to build a foundation for analysis. This approach will merge similar ideas in 
these subfields while also modifying existing concepts appropriate to the study of 
Indigenous memorialization and historical discourses within Kandiyohi County.   
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Chapter 3: Methods and Material 
Overview 
This research draws on textual analysis, historic site analysis, review of archival 
materials, and semi-structured interviews for contextual interpretation of historic sites in 
Kandiyohi County. Combining such analyses adventitiously discloses aspects of 
structure and scale within the historic narrative that are accommodating for digital data 
storage and analysis. Using computer-based mapping techniques and concepts of 
spatial representation drawn from HGIS, I reconstruct visually the spatial components of 
the existing historical narrative regarding Dakota presence and absence in the county. 
The created maps are in-and-of-themselves mechanisms for ongoing analysis. Used 
together these approaches seek connections between seemingly diverse components 
of the historical narrative. 
Gathering Textual Data 
Textual analysis is a key method of this project and is applied at various stages. 
By utilizing primary and secondary sources and analyzing their contents, discourses, 
and textual elements, this approach also provides justification for the topic of this 
research and for the location of the study area (White 2010). Going further, this project 
incorporates textual analysis as a key method of exploring the written elements of both 
archival materials and the interpretive sites in the county. This treats the written 
components of the historical narrative in Kandiyohi County as an artifact reflecting the 
historical and geographical understandings and broader social perspectives of the 
larger regional culture (Blunt 2009).  
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In order to obtain the textual elements of the historic markers in the county, this 
project incorporates making observations, recording data, and taking measurements in 
the field.23  Aiding in this process, the Kandiyohi County Historical Society (KCHS 2011) 
published a guide which maps the physical locations for, and information about, the 
marked historic sites in the county. Accordingly, the scale of primary data collection for 
this project is limited spatially by the historic sites maintained by—or in collaboration 
with—KCHS.24 
There are three additional historic sites known to contain interpretive markers 
within the landscape itself that were maintained by KCHC at the time of this research 
but are not included in KCHS’s historic sites guidebook.25 These sites are included in 
the analysis for this project. It should also be mentioned that two of the sites listed in the 
guidebook fall just outside—three miles or less—of the County’s political boundary26 
(see Appendix Figure 2-D) and so are included in this research as they are listed in the 
published guidebook.  
Using KCHS’s materials as a key reference, each site was visited personally. A 
field note journal was maintained throughout all conducted fieldwork documenting 
observations for each site including but not limited to date of visit, site/landscape 
                                                          
23 Alice Turkington’s (2009) suggestions for observation and measurement are used for this 
project. 
  
24 Four of the sites in the County are registered as Minnesota Historic Society sites, but KCHC 
collaborates with the state-based society for these sites.  
 
25 To examine these three sites, see Appendix Figures 2-A, 2-B, and 2-C.  
 
26 There is also one site—index 217—that is located on the Kandiyohi-Meeker County boundary. 
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descriptions, and locational discrepancies.27 Field notes were indexed and entered 
digitally into a spreadsheet to aid in analysis (see Table 1.1 in Appendix A for example).   
Forty-eight of the sites are pre-indexed according to the site number assigned by 
KCHS; however, six of the sites in the guidebook are not indexed by the historical 
society. The six unindexed sites, along with the three sites included in this research but 
not listed in the guidebook, were assigned index numbers that followed suggestions on 
coding transcripts by Cope (2010) and also respected the current indexing methods of 
KCHS (see Table 1.2 in Appendix A). The six unindexed sites in the guidebook, 
although not assigned a unique number, were classified as either ‘State-Marked Sites’ 
or ‘Other Markers’ (2011) by KCHS, and these classifications were added to the indices 
(Table 1.2, site counts 51-58 in Appendix A). The three unlisted but marked sites were 
similarly indexed (Table 1.2, site counts 59-61 in Appendix A). 
 Photographs of each site marker were taken in the field using a mobile 
iPhone7s. The photographs were stored on the mobile device until the end of each trip 
when they were removed from the device and stored on two different external hard 
drives to insure data was not lost. Folder structure was assigned based on the trip date 
for data collection—there were seven trips for primary data collection therefore there are 
seven corresponding sub-folders holding photographic data for each trip that were 
individually labeled according to the assigned site indices (see Tables 1.3 and 1.4 in 
Appendix A). The photographs were examined to insure the textual elements of the site 
markers were legible prior to final digital storage. These processes were repeated 
                                                          
27 These discrepancies will be explored in more detail in Chapter 4.  
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during and after each of the seven fieldwork trips. Structuring the photographic data as 
described allowed for easy querying—merely entering the site number (e.g., ‘216') into 
the search bar of Windows Explorer allowed all photographic data pertaining to that site 
to be isolated.   
Once all primary photographic data were collected and stored, the textual 
elements of each site were individually typed, verbatim, into a spreadsheet that 
categorized each site based on the assigned site indices (see Table 1.5 in Appendix A 
for an example). In this format these data were better situated for analysis in that the 
document is searchable for textual elements such as keywords or indexed site 
numbers. Because site indices were maintained for all corresponding historic data, each 
form of data—textual, photographic, field notes, coordinates, and so on—can be 
digitally cross-referenced based on their index number.  
Gathering Spatial Data 
It became clear early on during my conducted fieldwork that the locations for the 
historic site markers in Kandiyohi County were not always accurately documented by 
KCHS. Locating each site proved somewhat difficult and for this reason it was decided 
that an up-to-date and accurate spatial positioning of these sites would be mutually 
beneficial for this project as well as for the general public—this will be reviewed in 
greater detail in Chapter 4.  
In order to accomplish this task, a handheld Garmin eTrex Global Positioning 
System (GPS) receiver and mobile smartphone application called GPS Tracks were 
used to record the geographic coordinates for each site. Both the GPS and Smartphone 
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stored the spatial coordinates in decimal degrees of zone 15 North using the Universal 
Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection and the North American Datum (NAD) 1983. 
Upon visiting each of the 57 sites, both GPS units were used to mark a waypoint—or 
sets of digitally stored coordinates—for each site. The coordinates for each site and 
from each unit were additionally recorded into the field note journal and later entered 
into a spreadsheet classification based on each site’s assigned site-number index. 
These approaches prevented the loss of data and aided in gathering accurate spatial 
coordinates. These processes were repeated at each site until all fifty-seven sites were 
spatially recorded. The positional primary data collection methods described here aided 
in analyses by reinforcing and, at times, improving upon the project’s secondary data 
sources such as the published guidebook which physically and textually maps the 
locations of the visited sites in the county. 
Approaches toward Data Synthesis   
The primary data collected at the historical sites were analyzed alongside 
archival materials maintained by the KCHS and the Minnesota Historical Society. The 
archives were searched for information regarding the creation and placement of historic 
sites in Kandiyohi County. Recording of archival data was accomplished via note-taking, 
photocopying, and photographing archival materials (Ogborn 2010).  Any archival data 
that was appropriate for digital data transfers—e.g., scans and photographs—were 
prepared and kept in digital storage formats using methods mentioned in the previous 
section.28  
                                                          
28 Based on Meghan Cope’s (2010) methods for preparing, coding, and evaluating sources. 
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Semi-structured interviews29 play a pivotal role in creating context for this project 
as they too can be used in conjunction with primary and various secondary data 
(Longhurst 2013). Semi-structured interviews allow for the interpretations of both 
historical professionals and Dakota members alike to be analyzed alongside each other 
regarding the broader historical narratives in the county. This approach also situates the 
contents of this research within ongoing regional discussions regarding the 
interpretation of Indigenous history in the State of Minnesota. A key participant in my 
semi-structured interviews was Dakota scholar Iyekiyapiwin Darlene St. Clair, Director 
of the Multicultural Resource Center at St. Cloud State University. A key non-Native 
interviewee was Bob Larson, research associate at KCHS. 
 The totality of the abovementioned approaches provided fruitful data for 
qualitatively examining the predominant historical narratives in Kandiyohi County. Yet, 
this project aims to take analysis of historical narratives in the region one step further by 
examining the historical narratives as told through historic site markers quantitatively 
through the utilization of computer-based data management structures and analytical 
mapping programs that are inherent in GIS.    
Approaches toward a Spatio-Visual Analysis  
As previously mentioned, most primary and secondary data sources can be 
converted for digital storage and analysis. From photographs (.jpeg) to field notes 
(.xlsx), there exist file formats to handle almost every form of data. Storing visual and 
textual data digitally allow for easy access to and querying of the corresponding 
                                                          
29 These interviews have been conducted in compliance with the Institutional Review Board (IRB) 
of St. Cloud State University.  
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databases. To assist in data storage and interpretation this project utilizes the programs 
of ArcGIS, MapInfo, and Global Mapper for their ability to perform as both a GIS and as 
database management systems (DBMS). Using techniques familiar to HIGS,30 this 
project incorporates GIS to store, organize, display, and analyze past and present 
geographies.  
Storage and organization of spatial data for this project was executed using both 
ESRI’s File Geodatabase31 (.gdb) format as well as individual shapefiles (.shp) and 
MapInfo tables (.tab). These formats allow for the storage of various spatial data types 
and for the analysis of these data in powerful ways (see Mitchell 2009). The primary and 
secondary spatial data for this project were appropriately digitized and stored in either 
the File Geodatabase or in corresponding shapefiles and MapInfo tables.  
Waypoints collected using the handheld Garmin GPS receiver are converted to 
shapefiles using a program called DNR GPS.32 These shapefiles were added to a file 
geodatabase upon import into ArcCatalog. Waypoints collected using the GPS Tracks 
application were able to be exported directly from the application and sent to a 
compressed (.zip) folder. The compressed data was then sent, via email, and 
downloaded on a desktop computer. These waypoints were placed into the file 
geodatabase in the same way the Garmin waypoints were. Storing the data in the 
geodatabase permitted the data to be stored in a central location, but still allowed for 
                                                          
30 See Anne Knowles (2008) for a review of historical scholarship and their HGIS methods.  
 
31 See ESRI (What is a File Geodatabase 2017) for an overview of the. Gdb file format.  
 
32 See Minnesota’s Department of Natural Resources (2017) for more information. 
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the data to be exported and analyzed in other GIS software such as Global Mapper and 
MapInfo. The overarching purpose of having two separate sets of locational data was 
two-fold. One was to protect against the potentiality of lost or corrupted data, and the 
second was to insure accuracy of the locational data. Initial examination of these 
primary coordinate data included, but was not limited to, overlaying the two locational 
datasets in ArcMap and examining their positional integrity. Both sets displayed 
coordinates within five meters discrepancy of both the ground location and of each 
other. Rather arbitrarily, the Garmin data were chosen to be used for analysis in the 
project, but the GPS Track data was kept as a secondary backup. 
Secondary spatial data—publicly available spatial datasets obtained through the 
Minnesota Geospatial Commons (State of Minnesota 2017) such as County boundaries, 
state boundaries, and point sets for city locations—were downloaded as shapefiles from 
the State-based website. Similar to primary data preparation, these datasets were 
imported into ArcCatalog and ArcMap as well as Global Mapper and MapInfo for 
preliminary data exploration and are then queried to allow for smaller datasets to be 
exported according to the needs of the study area.  
To provide an example of this I will explore the data processing that occurred 
with the downloaded file from Minnesota Geospatial Commons regarding vector-based 
water feature representation. One can only download a water feature file for the whole 
of the State of Minnesota which incorporates all named and unnamed water polygons 
including but not limited to streams, rivers, ponds, and lakes. For visual display of 
spatial data in Kandiyohi County, it was unnecessary to retain water features for the 
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entire state. Using the boundary of Kandiyohi County as a reference, the water features 
were clipped to exclude any hydrologic data outside of the extents of the study area. 
The clipped water features were then queried to highlight and delete any unnamed 
water features as these tend to be small in area and create a confusing map when they 
are all included. After such processing the hydrologic dataset is better suited for the 
purpose of presenting the general spatial pattern of water features in the county. Similar 
processes to the above-mentioned occurred for each dataset downloaded from the 
Geospatial Commons. Once all public data was processed, it was added to the file 
geodatabase alongside the primary coordinate data collected in the field. Prior to 
geospatial analysis of all data, I georeferenced the locational map (see Global Mapper 
2016) that was published by KCHS (see Appendix Figure 2-F in Appendix A). 
Frequency analysis was a key method adapted to support content analysis. After 
the review of all site markers, the textual data was analyzed in order to isolate the years 
to which each marker was referring. These dates could then be used to understand 
relationships between certain periods in the County’s history and KCHS’s historical 
narrative. For the frequency analysis, only 56 of the total 61 individual markers were 
used from 56 of the 57 total site locations. I did not want to introduce unnecessary 
emphasis to sites 105, 115, and 502 as they each have multiple markers documenting 
the same event at their respective locations.33 Site 505 was also excluded from this 
analysis as this site details geologic formations in the county and does not refer to a 
                                                          
33 This can be seen in Table 1.2 of Appendix A. 
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specific year, rather it details broad geologic events that occurred over tremendous 
spans of time. With this, 56 total markers in the landscape were utilized in the analysis. 
 Positioning a Geospatial Narrative 
In order to allocate the current historical narrative for the County I had to 
physically find and document the current placement of the present historical site 
markers. It was planned that such documentation would take the form of photographing 
the marker location and contents themselves. However, taking photos in the field for 
comparative and contextual analysis proved to be rather difficult to accomplish for many 
reasons—least of them being the distance between and the number of individual 
markers in the county. This was further complicated by initial struggles to locate the site 
markers.  
Using the published reference map34 which locates the position of the site 
markers within the county as a guide, I attempted to individually locate the markers. 
Unfortunately, after two separate trips to the field, the reference map proved to be an 
ineffective and inefficient way to locate the sites. Certain markers were not found where 
the map depicted them, and because of this, they were unable to be located on the first 
two trips. Prior to the third trip to the field, I inquired with KCHS about the discrepancies 
in the map. Jill Wohnoutka, the Executive Director for KCHS, explained that the 
accompanying textual information in the reference book includes a one sentence 
description of each site’s location at the end of each entry summarizing the sites’ history 
(see highlighted text in Figure 3.1). There is, however, no indication in the guidebook 
                                                          
34 Error! Reference source not found..  
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that marker locations are more easily found using the written directions over the 
reference map.  
 
Figure 3.1: Written Directions Provided by KCHS in the Published Guidebook. 
Subsequent trips to the field were more productive once I began utilizing KCHS 
written directions, but it should be noted that there are also discrepancies in the stated 
locations of the sites in the written directions. For example, I was unable to find site 
number 403—Washburn Farm—found on my third trip to the field, and I needed to 
attempt to locate the site again on a fourth trip. Even after using the guidebook’s written 
directions, I was still unable to locate the site. The reason for this was that the marker 
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stands near the intersection of County Road 80 and County Road 1 in southeast 
Kandiyohi County, but the written directions state the marker is located at the 
intersection of County Road 10 and County Road 80. Furthermore, the location depicted 
on the reference map is also misleading as it indicates the marker is located 
approximately a quarter mile to the north of the actual site.  
Within the first few months of field work, it became clear that there is a need for 
up-to-date and accurate data identifying the locations of historic site markers in the 
county. Using GPS technology to collect the coordinates of markers in the field, I was 
able to document the location of 61 site markers at 57 separate historic sites35 to a 5-
meter radius of accuracy. When these primary data are examined next to the given 
location information that the historic society provides (see Appendix Figure 2-F), it 
becomes clear that the present historical narrative is wanting in spatial accuracy.  Such 
locational discrepancies made establishing a spatial baseline from which I could 
examine the current historical narrative problematic. Because of this, the primary 




                                                          
35 Sites 105 and 115 each house two separate markers and site 502 contains three separate 




Chapter 4: Results and Analysis 
Establishing an Historical Narrative  
Pinpointing the site markers alone does not elaborate the current historical 
narrative in Kandiyohi County, though doing so does well to situate it more accurately in 
the landscape. To begin examining components of the current historical narrative as 
told by site markers I ask a key question: Who wrote the history on the site markers in 
the County? The answer is not as straight-forward, but a good place to start is to 
examine the history of KCHS itself as the organization oversees the creation, 
placement, and maintenance of historic site markers in the county. According to the 
KCHS (2018) website: 
The Kandiyohi County Historical Society began in 1897 under the name of the 
Old Settler’s Association.  This organization only met once a year, but their 
mission was to preserve the history of Kandiyohi County.  In 1927, a cabin 
was dedicated at the Kandiyohi County Fairgrounds to be used as a museum 
for the Old Settler’s Association.  In 1940, the name Kandiyohi County 
Historical Society was incorporated.  The present museum building was 
dedicated in 1969.  The Kandiyohi County Historical Society’s mission is 
‘discovering, preserving and telling the story of Kandiyohi County and its 
people’. 
 
Although I cannot answer my question with the name of any single person, there is little 
doubt that the KCHS preserves history primarily for and from the perspective of Euro-
American settlers. 
Kandiyohi County has not always been a predominately Euro-American region. 
The events that transpired before, during, and after the Dakota-U.S. War of 1862, 
however, changed the demographics of the county. Immediately prior to the War, the 
county was occupied by Dakota and Euro-Americans. Prior to Euro-American 
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settlement, the region was exclusively a Native region. Many scholars (see Westerman 
and White 2012; Wingerd 2010 for examples) have explored the relationship between 
Dakota, Euro-Americans, and the landscapes they occupy/occupied in Minnesota. Over 
time, both scholarship and site markers have become more sensitive to the Native 
American presence and role in shaping the Minnesota landscape. In the 2010, KCHS 
was a grant recipient of external funds and had the opportunity to reconstruct their 
spatial narrative.  According to the KCHS guidebook introduction (2011, p. 1): 
The Historic Sites Project began at the Kandiyohi County Historical Society in 
the 1960’s by Board Member John Larson. At that time, the board formed a 
historic sites committee which determined the historic sites and placement of 
each wooden marker. Over the years, the Kandiyohi County Historical Society 
has replaced a number of the wooden markers with cast aluminum markers 
due to the deterioration of the markers. In 2010-2011, the Kandiyohi County 
Historical Society was able to replace the remaining markers36 and produce 
this brochure through a Minnesota Historical and Cultural Grant. This project 
has been financed in part with funds provided by the State of Minnesota 
through the Minnesota Historical Society from the Arts and Cultural Heritage 
Fund and the Kandiyohi County Historical Society.  
 
This development was also taken into consideration during the analysis of the 61 
historic site markers in the County.   
A main source of historical data for KCHS37 is a history entitled: The Illustrated 
History of Kandiyohi County, Minnesota co-compiled and published by Victor Lawson 
(1905) at the turn of the twentieth-century. Although extensive in its nineteenth-century 
histories, this iteration of Kandiyohi County history is an antiquated compilation of local 
                                                          
36 Not all markers were replaced and there are still sites where the old wooden markers still 
stand.  
 
37 Multiple trips to the archive and museum at KCHS involved museum employees directing me to 
Lawson’s history as a key source. 
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Euro-American sources that exclude Dakota perspectives or input. This is not to say 
that Lawson gathered his history with the intention of creating a biased account of 
nineteenth-century events, but it needs to be taken into consideration that this history 
was recorded following what is now understood to be a period wrought with socio-
political tensions between Natives and non-Natives in Minnesota and much of the rest 
of the United States (Wingerd 2010). Lawson’s history is a product of its time and 
includes certain non-Native biases. Any exploration of the site markers in the county 
must be considered within the contexts of the initial construction of the county’s history. 
These early historical constructions are still present in the narrative as told by historic 
site markers making such Euro-American narratives widely read.38  
While they went through an updating process in the new millennium, the 
narratives on the sire markers appear to remain strongly influenced by the histories of 
Victor Lawson. For example, the text on site marker 208 (Irving Township) reads: “To 
“hold down” this valuable land claim, a man named Holden Putnam became Irving’s first 
and only inhabitant in the winter of 1856-57. He lived in a small shanty once located 
here.” The text from Lawson’s history of Kandiyohi County reads: “A shanty was built 
and during the winter of 1856-57 this claim was “held down” by one Holdem Putnam” 
(Lawson 1905, p. 37). Both the marker and Lawson’s history contain the same 
illustration, an early plat map for the township site (see Figure 4.1).  
 
                                                          
38 Critiquing the historical narrative as told in site markers, then, can be a way to counter these 




Figure 4.1: Site 208–Irving Township, Plat Map Illustration (Photo credit:  
Molly Lou Pintok). 
 
 It should be noted that the markers are not just telling the history of their 
respective site, they are also memorializing the people and places involved. This occurs 
in more than one way—the markers in the County demonstrate the three aspects of 
memorialization as Alderman and Dwyer (2009) discuss. Every marker reviewed by this 
study includes textual elements and can be seen as memorials as text. The textual 
components of these markers, like that of the Irving Township marker above, provides 
data regarding the site’s history. The sites are memorialized through their text and many 
of the narratives in the county analyzed in the following sections are perpetuated 
through the markers’ textual elements. Sites in the county are also memorialized 
through arenas and performances. Each marker pinpoints a location—memorializing the 
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site further vis-à-vis its arena as a place people can actively engage with the underlying 
discourse.  
This is interesting because the textual components of the markers, when 
considered alongside the site’s broader arena, memorialize situations that, at least from 
the perspective of Iyekiyapiwin (St. Clair 2018), create false identities for Native 
Americans. An example of this can be seen at site 210. Here, through its text and its 
arena, this marker is memorializing an ‘event’ that occurred where a settler’s wife 
chased Dakota warriors away with a broom (see Figure 4.2). Through its text, deploying 
the ‘conflict narrative’, the site portrays Dakota as hostile, not just with white settlers, but 
with neighboring Natives. Oddly enough, these ‘hostile’ Dakota were able to be scared 
away by only a broom and, according to the marker, “wanted no trouble with the 
settlers.”39  
                                                          
39 Iyekiyapiwin (2018) points out that this sentence is ironically true, but somehow doesn’t fit with 
the rest of the narrative of the marker and further reflects a common theme of contradictory narratives in 





Figure 4.2: Site 210–Battle of the Broom (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
Certain memorials in the county—like ‘Chief Kandiyohi’ mentioned in Chapters 1 
and 2—memorialize in part through performativity. This form of memorialization allows 
onlookers to actively participate in commemoration. Events that memorialize objects, 
places, or people in performative ways allow visitors and participants alike to physically 
engage with the landscape around them in order to remember or identify the subject of 
the memorial.  
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The outdated inspiration for the markers’ textual elements reaches much farther 
than a plaque on the landscape. These words coincide with and inspire performances40 
that remove Dakota identity, perpetuate negative ideas about who the Dakota were, and 
disregard the fact that the Dakota are not just references on fading markers to the past 
but active readers of—and challengers to—these memorials, landscapes, and 
narratives.  
With a better understanding of the existing underlying conditions for the 
establishment of the markers, I was better situated to identify overarching themes 
present in the site marker narrative. Many of these themes became apparent when I 
was ground-truthing the markers’ locations in the field. I was able to discern an historical 
narrative that read more like a book than it did a backdrop for local history. The 
narrative was heavily weighted towards the events surrounding the Dakota-U.S. War of 
1862, creating a story where the settlers were victims—often even heroes—and the 
Dakota were barbaric in their means and their reasons for declaring war is rarely 
contextualized and often absent altogether. In the following sections I explore the 
themes observed in the narratives of the KCHS historical markers in more detail.  
Personalization and Generalization  
Many of the site markers concentrate on settlers’ lives to such a degree they are 
biographical in nature. Certain settler families are transformed into iconic entities and 
their personal portrayals are distributed and told throughout the landscape with multiple 
markers. More often than not, the families whose histories and geographies are 
                                                          
40 Such as the ceremonial revealing of Chief Kandiyohi as detailed in Figure 2.1. 
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developed in detail in the markers are the families that experienced encounters with 
Dakota in the Dakota-U.S. War of 1862. The Haugen family, seemingly average 
Scandinavian settlers, are memorialized at sites 106 and 107 (see Figure 4.3 and 
Figure 4.4).  
 
 









Figure 4.5: Site 104–Erikson Cabin (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
Both markers detail components of everyday nineteenth-century life in a way that 
aggrandizes the family. From “diligently” working to raise crops and build a home to 
“learning to co-exist with the Dakota,” the Haugens are turned into a symbol—whether 
accurate or not— for the ‘typical’, and more significantly, ‘dutiful’ immigrant settlers.  
Figure 4.3 goes so far as to point out that “many settlers had good relationships with the 
Dakota” and “thus it was a surprise when 25-30 warriors attacked them in August 1862.” 
There are no references to the longstanding tensions and injustices that led up to the 
War from a Dakota perspective, only the “surprise” of the settlers when events 
transpired.41 Figure 4.4 marks where Dakota warriors “probably overtook Haugen” and 
goes on to make assumptions about his final moments that personalize his death for the 
                                                          




reader in a way that elicits sympathy. It is of note that this personalization is absent 
where Dakota warriors are concerned. Instead, their existence and intentions are 
generalized and arguably undermined by the settlers’ stories.  
 
Figure 4.6: Site 102–Foot Cabin (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
  The Erikson family is referenced on two different markers. Once again, this family 
had documented encounters with Dakota members in 1862 and the family is portrayed 
in a way that magnifies their experiences during the beginning of the war (see Figure 
4.5 and Figure 4.6).  
Figure 4.5 shows the site marker titled “The Erikson Cabin,” though the marker is 
not located at the actual site of the cabin, which is 1.3 miles south. The significance of 
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the cabin, according to the marker, is that it was “the site of a battle during the U.S.-
Dakota Conflict in 1862.” The plaque commemorates the names of more than five 
settlers and details their involvement in the “outbreak of violence.” The marker, like 
others in the county, refers to the War as the “U.S.-Dakota conflict” which, it has been 
argued,42 downplays the fact that it was indeed a declared war. Somewhat 
contradictorily, however, the marker refers to the events at the cabin as a “battle” which 
arguably overplays the brief encounter.  
Figure 4.6 shows the marker for the Foot Cabin, which explains that the Foot 
family “learned of approaching Indians” and went to the Erikson Cabin to meet with 
others. The marker for the Foots tells of the diligent work ethic of the family and 
documents that they were “the first settlers in Willmar Township.” It should be 
considered that ‘firsts’ are an important trope as they lay claim to the area by the 
dominant (white) culture (Mann 2018). Neither site contextualizes the War which, in 
effect, generalizes and dismisses the events that led up to it while exaggerating the 
events of the War itself as unfathomable and a complete “surprise”.  
The phenomenon of documenting settlers’ experiences with the war in more than one 
location geographically is not limited to the Haugens and Eriksons as reviewed above. 
The phenomenon is present with Sven Backlund and Andreas Lorenston (sites 216 and 
217), Berger Thorson (sites 101 and 506), Reverend Andrew Jackson (sites 105, 107, 
and 112) and Guri Endreson (sites 102, 104, 108, and 504). These sites do not always 
portray separate events either. Often the markers will show—like with the Haugen 
                                                          
42 See Through Dakota Eyes by Anderson and Woolworth (1988). 
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marker above—where a group camped or lived at one marker (often going into detail 
about their deaths) and elsewhere mark where they are thought to have died (going 
once again into detail about their deaths). Each instance provides the site-marker 
reader understanding of the settlers by providing seemingly innocuous detail that allows 
the reader to ‘get to know’ each historical figure and his or her experiences as a 
European American settler. Conversely, it downplays—and often excludes altogether—
Dakota perspectives and interpretations of events that occurred before, during, or after 
the War. This, by extension, also excludes individual Dakota and contributes to Dakota 
dehumanization which is much more difficult to do when Dakota have names and 
thereby personhood. 
 




Figure 4.8: Site 301–Death of Captain Cady (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
When an attempt to ‘personalize’ Dakota experience in the landscape does 
occur, it tends to take on one of two forms. Either it isolates one ‘good’ Dakota that 
disagreed with the declaration of war or it attempts to personalize Dakota experience by 
simultaneously—and somewhat ironically—generalizing it. Figure 4.7 is a prime 
example of the former.  
 The marker for site 304 depicts a Dakota man who is granted a name and a 
backstory. It could be argued, however, that his story was—and by extension still is—
maintained in the historical narrative because he did ‘good’ deeds according to the 
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perspective of a white narrative—that is, he helped white people. This makes him a 
symbol for what a ‘good’ Dakota person historically stood for.  
 At the same time, everyday Dakota people—not the John Other Day ‘type’—are 
placed in a narrative that suggests they are violent and conflict ridden as they struggle 
to preserve their homelands (see Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 for examples).  
 
Figure 4.9: Site 113–Victory Dance (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
This narrative openly—and without context—depicts Dakota as “ambushing 
Indians” (Figure 4.8) who fight with other neighboring Natives (Figure 4.9)43. As 
discussed in Chapter 2, all this falls in line with the phenomenon Dippie (1982) calls the 
                                                          
43 Dakota had a long history of peaceful co-existence with other Native groups, but mentions of 




‘Vanishing American.’ If the Dakota are portrayed as a struggling race, then their failure 
to adopt white lifestyles makes their ‘inevitable demise’—through execution and exile—
justified. It is the equivalent of a historical self-fulfilling prophecy that has a very real 
impact on modern Dakota who did not vanish.44  
Protagonism and Antagonism  
Site markers—through connotation, inclusion, and exclusion—use textual 
elements to tell a story about events in a place or region—as though each marker is 
serving as a chapter in a novel. Like any good historical novel, there are protagonists 
and antagonists in the stories told by the markers.  The site markers in Kandiyohi 
County introduce a perspective that seems to read aloud the landscape as if it were a 
piece of literary art. The protagonists in this story—the settlers—receive most of the 
attention; the markers construct their story. The antagonists—the Dakota—must exist 
within the constraints of this construction.  Two key protagonists in the historical 
narrative of Kandiyohi County are Reverend Andrew Jackson and Guri Endreson 
(Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11, respectively). 
 
                                                          
44 They may have been forcibly removed, but you cannot remove Mni Sota Makoce from the heart 








Figure 4.11: Site 504–Guri Endreson Monument (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
Reverend Jackson, pictured in Figure 4.10, was a pastor for the County’s ‘first 
church’ and was in Kandiyohi County at the beginning of the Dakota-U.S. War of 1862. 
His congregation consisted of settlers spread throughout the region, and he is portrayed 
as a dedicated Christian leader. Site 113’s marker (Figure 4.10), tells the story of “A 




Kandiyohi County's first church once stood near here. Housed in an 
abandoned log cabin, the first congregation gathered in 1859 to hold its 
services. The congregation was called New Sweden and later became known 
as the Lebanon Lutheran Church of New London. 
 
A man by the name of Andrew Jackson served as the congregation's pastor. 
His tenure lasted from 1861 to 1865 and it witnessed great tragedy. On 
August 20, 1862, settlers belonging to his congregation were faced with grave 
danger as a result of the U.S.-Dakota Conflict. Two of Jackson's services 
were interrupted by warnings of violence and news of death. Heeding calls of 
what was to become known as the West Lake Massacre, Jackson 
disregarded personal safety and rode to warn all of his parishioners of the 
impending attacks.  
 
Twenty members of Jackson's New Sweden congregation were killed in the 
conflict. As a result, many surviving settlers chose to leave the township of 
New London - never to return. The remaining congregation continued to use 
the old log cabin until 1866. 
 
The U.S.-Dakota Conflict was one of the saddest events in local and state 
history. It started when the Dakota hoped to regain lands for their starving 
families. Many settlers and Dakota were tragically killed in what is now 
Kandiyohi County. 
 
Although the marker attempts to contextualize the events by stating that the War 
started “when the Dakota hoped to regain lands for their starving families,” this context 
is lost in the poetic capture of Reverend Jackson as the pastor who “disregarded 
personal safety and rode to warn all of his parishioners of the impending attacks.” This, 
once again, places any contextualization pertaining to the cause of the War within the 
constraints of the established Narrative. 
  Site 112 (Figure 4.12) describes how Jackson “led a relief and burial party in the 
area” and goes on to place the Dakota in a narrative where they are Indians that 
frighten children. The men in the narrative also become heroic figures as they “left to 
protect their families.” This once again casts the Dakota as antagonists while Euro-
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Americans remain again the protagonist. The marker for site 107 (Figure 4.4) also 
describes how Jackson led a burial party and explains how he discovered Haugen’s 
body, painting an elaborate—yet conjectural—picture of Haugen’s death. 
 
Figure 4.12: Site 112–Lundborg Cabin (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
 
Jackson appears in multiple places within the landscape through these site markers. 
This is not to attempt to undermine the actions of Jackson, rather to be critical of the 
portrayal of them. For example, Figure 4.10 shows a marker that describes interactions 
with Dakota using phrases such as—“grave danger,” “attack,” “violent,” “news of death,” 
and “massacre.” This is not an isolated instance. Rather, there is a pattern of negative 
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inference/intimation when describing the Dakota, whereas, a positive inference is 
adopted when describing white settlers and can be witnessed on markers throughout 
the landscape through words such as “protect” (site 112), “heroic” (site 504), and 
“rescue” (site 102). These connotative properties of the markers unwittingly reveal a 
bias toward a non-Native perspective of events. 
 
Figure 4.13: Site 504–Guri Endreson Marker (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
 
 Another example of markers constructing a eurocentric historical narrative can be 
seen by examining markers relating to Guri Endreson. Like Jackson, Endreson is cast 
into the landscape as a heroine of the events surrounding the War in Kandiyohi County. 
Her actions are recognized by the Minnesota Historical Society via a monument at the 
site of the family cabin (see Appendix Figure 2 G), by the Vikor Memorial Association 
and the Council of Bygdelags (Figure 4.11), and by a state monument located in the 
Vikor (Solomon Lake) Churchyard (Figure 4.13).   
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It is told that Endreson was a diligent and hardworking settler’s wife who 
witnessed the killing of her husband and son while she hid in the cellar of her home with 
her infant daughter. When she was able, she hitched the oxen and traveled to safety, 
rescuing other settlers along the way. Her story is aggrandized, however. While her 
actions are heroic in that she soldiered on despite the death of her husband and son 
and even helped others, her Christianity is specifically highlighted as though her own 
efforts should be credited to God (in contrast to the Godlessness of Natives). The story 
is also scaled up from a regional hero to a national treasure. This is interesting to think 
about alongside the national narrative of Manifest Destiny in the struggle for land—and 
the struggle against wilderness—and by extension, Native Americans. As seen in Figure 
4.13, she is literally painted as the ‘Heroine in the Indian War,’ and it is elsewhere 
written that:  
Among the special characteristics of these pioneers were their courage and 
faith in Almighty God.  
 
No one of them exemplified these characteristics more than Guri Endresen-
Rosseland whose heroic deeds have resulted in her being acclaimed one of 
the most outstanding heroines of the nation. (Figure 4.11) 
 
Guri, along with Reverend Jackson, are protagonists of the narrative perpetuated by 
Kandiyohi County. This recognition in-and-of-itself is not necessarily problematic, but 
when the portrayal of Dakota people is placed within and therefore restricted by this 
narrative, they are cast into the role of the antagonist without the power to have any say 
in the matter. After the forced exile of Dakota people from the borders of Minnesota in 




 This is painfully problematic according to Iyekiyapiwin Darlene St. Clair (2018) 
who summarized that:  
to have an imposed identity around this war is really a problem. Not just 
because we [Dakota] had a long history in our homelands prior to that, it's also 
because people look at six weeks . . . and the problem is that they are telling   
. . . a very complicated story in a very simplistic way. What it does, in effect, is 
it erases Dakota experience in their own homelands.  
 
The tendency for KCHS to concentrate on the war imposes an all-too-recognizable and 
tired label onto Dakota people, one of the ‘savage Indian’ who ruthlessly killed ‘innocent’ 
settlers. Dakota identity is continuously sculpted by such antagonistic narratives. A 
prime example of this is at site 217 (Figure 4.14), which allegedly marks the spot where 
Andreas Lorenston and Sven Backlund were ‘Killed by Indians’ on August 20, 1862.  
 




Figure 4.15: Site 216–Wheeler Lake Camp (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
Iyekiyapiwin (St. Clair 2018) points out that Andreas and Sven are both given 
names in the landscape and at site 216 (Figure 4.15). They are given a story that lets 
the reader envision what they must have been like while alive. In essence, the 
landscape casts them as whole beings whose lives were cut short when they were 
‘killed by Indians.’ According to Iyekiyapiwin (St. Clair 2018) an unfortunate take-away 
from a marker like this is that “it has a real important message: it dehumanizes Native 
people and gives humanity to the white people.” 
The humanizing portrayal starts and stops with the Euro-Americans. Dakota 
warriors are not given names—they are not given backstories (unless they conformed to 
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white ways and opposed the actions of their people). Their existence begins and ends 
in the landscape with KCHS’s narrative of the events surrounding the War.  
 Not only does KCHS tend to cast Dakota people as antagonists in their 
interpretations of local history, but there seems to be a particular fetish for the Dakota-
U.S. War of 1862—a phenomenon that Iyekiyapiwin (St. Clair 2018) dubs ‘war porn.’ 
The telling of the War in Kandiyohi County dominates in the landscape—it is lacking in 
nuance but rich with enigmatic and erroneous portrayals of Dakota people that strips 
away Dakota identity and confines it within a white narrative and within the events of 
1862. 
Temporal Restructuring  
The temporal imbalance of historical events portrayed in Kandiyohi County can 
be quantitatively measured. KCHS’s interpretation of local history is heavily weighted 
towards the telling of events surrounding the Dakota-U.S. War of 1862; and as pointed 
out in the previous section, this is problematic for Dakota identity in Minnesota. It is also 
challenging because the energy, time, and money (some of which is public) that is spent 
documenting the events of 1862 is not being used to document other important 
historical events in the county.  
There are 61 markers in total located at 57 separate sites in the county. The 
markers in the county mention only 27 discrete years in history ranging from the year 
1650 to the year 1969. The frequency of discrete years mentioned in the landscape 
through site markers shown in the form of a histogram emphasizes the temporal 
imbalance exhibited in KCHS’s telling of the county’s history (see Table 4.1).   
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Table 4.1: Histogram of Frequency Distribution 
 
 
Not only is 1862 mentioned almost four times more in the landscape than the 
second most-mentioned years (1850 and 1858), but the events leading up to and 
following the War of 1862 also dominate the landscape. There are only a handful of 
events in the county in the twentieth-century that are documented—this is troubling 
because it reveals a temporal bias within the county that does not grant equal weight to 
more recent historic events.45 
 
                                                          
45 For example, on December 16, 1977 eight female bank employees in Willmar who were tired of 
being paid less than their male counterparts went on strike and picketed for almost two years (C. Brown 
2016). Their movement caught national attention and the women appeared on the “Today Show.” They 
even became the subjects of a documentary titled “The Willmar 8.” The bank where all of this occurred is 
still standing in Willmar, but there is not a marker upon the landscape to commemorate the brave actions 
of these women. The non-existent Chief Kandiyohi stands tall not even six blocks from the site of the 
Willmar 8 protest that lasted two years, yet, KCHS continues to spend more than four times the time and 
energy documenting events that transpired over just six weeks more than 150 years ago. 
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Presence and Absence  
Not only does the narrative in the county overemphasize events surrounding the 
Dakota-U.S. War of 1862 in the region’s history, an issue is also the way Dakota   
history is being told. I have created a series of maps (Figure 4.18, Figure 4.19, and 
Figure 4.23) based on the site marker attribute information and the positional 
information reviewed in Chapter 3.  
These three maps were created to examine the imbalance in the current 
historical narrative of the site markers. The first map (Figure 4.18) examines which sites 
reference a Dakota presence. Categorizing these attributes was straightforward. If a site 
marker mentioned Dakota people, culture, or language, the site was said to have a 
Dakota reference ‘present.’ If the site did not mention Dakota people, culture, or 
language, then the site was said to be ‘absent’ of a Dakota reference.  This means that 
markers that specifically mention the Dakota-U.S. War of 1862 were also classified as 
‘mentioning Dakota’ as the War specifically pertains to the Dakota narrative. Of the 61 
historic site markers for Kandiyohi County, 39 markers specifically mention ‘Dakota’ in 
their textual elements and 22 do not mention ‘Dakota.’ Roughly 64%, more than half, of 
the markers in the county mention the Dakota. Of the 39 markers mentioning Dakota, 
only six markers are unrelated to the events of 1862. Site 213 (Figure 4.16) is an 
example of a site marker classified as mentioning Dakota whereas site 302 (Figure 




Figure 4.16: Site 213–Diamond Lake Camp (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
 








Figure 4.19: Site 114–Robbins Island (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
Going further and bringing into consideration Iyekiyapiwin’s (St. Clair 2018) 
concern that Dakota identity is disproportionately shaped by the Dakota-U.S. War of 
1862, I mapped which sites specifically refer to the War (Figure 4.19). Considering the 
war is referred to by different names—Dakota-U.S. War of 1862, U.S.-Dakota War of 
1862, The Dakota Conflict, The Sioux Uprising, The Indian War, and general references 
to the events of August of 1862—I made sure to categorize all such naming conventions 
as ‘referring’ to the war. Sites that made no mention of the War of 1862 were 
categorized as having the references ‘absent.’ Site 102 (Figure 4.6) and site 114 (Figure 
4.20) provide examples of different War identifications on the site markers that were 
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classified as having War references present. Site 207 (Figure 4.21), although containing 
a Native narrative, makes no direct reference to the War of 1862 and hence such sites 
were not classified as having a War reference present. 
Of the 61 markers for Kandiyohi County, 33 refer specifically to the War while 28 
do not. This means that roughly 54% of the site markers in the County—again, more 
than half—mention the Dakota-U.S. War of 1862. Iyekiyapiwin’s (St. Clair 2018) 
concerns are supported by these findings—there is evidence, both in the markers’ 
contents (Table 4.1) and their meanings, supporting the disproportionate marking of the 








Figure 4.21: Site 207–Green Lake Burial Mounds. 
Not every site marker was easily classified into cut-and-dried ‘includes’ or 
‘excludes’ categorizations of Dakota-specific or War-specific narratives. Certain markers 
may not have had a direct relationship to these two classifications but are a key 
component of exploring the overall Native narrative—and by extension, spectrality—
present in the county’s markers. For example, site 207 (Figure 4.21) references neither 
a Dakota presence nor the War. It does, however, clearly fall into a Native narrative—
that is, a narrative that broadly refers to any or all Native Americans.   
Even more perplexing was a type of marker that does not reference Native 
Americans, the War, or Dakota people per se, but goes out of its way in referring to the 
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“firsts” of white settlers. Whether that be a reference to the first Norwegian immigrants 
at site 117–Jericho (Appendix Figure 2 H), the first settlers of a township at site 208– 
Irving Townsite (Figure 4.1), the first business at site 209–Fullerville (Appendix Figure 2 
I), the first elected official at site 218–Shipstead Homestead (Appendix Figure 2 J), the 
first white person buried in the County at site 308 - Carrie Johnson (Appendix Figure 2 
K), or the first white men on record to visit the area at site 508 - Diamond Lake 
Community Park (Appendix Figure 2 B).  
It is interesting to consider is the way in which these markers stake claims in 
being the ‘first’ of something. To illustrate this, I refer to site 214 - Gates Homestead 
(Figure 4.22). The information on this marker supposes that Joshua H. Gates that he 
“may have been the first farmer in what is now Kandiyohi County.” Not only does the 
text explicitly state that he may or may not have been the ‘first’ of something, it also 
implicitly acknowledges that Kandiyohi County was once a Native, or non-white, region 
by saying the region “is now Kandiyohi County.” Furthermore, this particular marker 
silences Native farming practices that were common practice. All of this led me to 
explore why this site—and others like it—is memorialized in the first place.   
Although the Gates marker does not explicitly state that he is the first white farmer, it 
certainly implies it. This aspect of the marker is another example of how the dominant 
narrative of ‘firsts’ silences an Indigenous past in the area. In general, the markers are 
pointing out the places where the settlers were the ‘first’ and by doing so are creating a 
narrative that downplays the significant impact Natives had in the region prior to Euro-
American settlement. A more explicit example of this can be seen at the Foot Cabin 
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marker (Figure 4.6) which explicitly states that the Foots “were the first white settlers in 
the Willmar Township.” In pointing out the ‘firsts’ in reference to European Americans or 
‘whites’ these markers are also suggesting a Native presence of a sort. These markers 
can be said to state an absence implying presence or vice versa. This creates a 
spectrality, or ghostliness, that places Natives in the past or soon to become so—or at 
least marginal to history. Because of this, it was important to explore these spectral 
relationships in more detail.  
 








Figure 4.24: Site 505–Geology of the Willmar Region (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
My third and final map of this series (Figure 4.23), therefore, seeks to explore 
spectrality within the site markers by categorizing different ways the markers textualize 
narratives referencing Natives. For this map, markers that make no reference, explicit or 
implicit, to Native Americans are classified as ‘Native reference absent’. These, for 
example, include site 505 (Figure 4.24)—a marker that discusses the geologic 
formations of the surrounding region; site 302 (Figure 4.17)—a marker that discusses a 
train wreck that occurred in 1882; and site 310 (Figure 4.25)—a marker discussing the 





Figure 4.25: Site 310–Farm Holiday Association (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
Markers that reference a generalized Native American presence, e.g., Dakota 
presence–site 213 (Figure 4.16), Native burial mounds- site 207 (Figure 4.21), or the 
Dakota-US War–site 504 (Figure 4.13), meet criteria of ‘Native reference present’ as 
they explicitly mention an Indigenous presence or involvement in the area. Conversely, 
markers that reference ‘white’ or ‘European’ in classifying race or national origin or refer 
to a ‘first’ with respect to an event, location, or individuals in the county meet a criterion 
called ‘Native reference implied’ as these markers implicitly reference a Native 
American presence by virtue of the need to make the distinction. Of the 61 markers 
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examined, only seven could be considered to exclude a Native narrative altogether. 
This means that approximately 89 percent of the historic site markers in Kandiyohi 
County fall into the scope of narratives that reference Native.  
 As a whole, the ambiguous Native references enhance a state of spectrality 
through a presence by absence—a ghostly sentiment reminding readers of a ‘once was’ 
Dakota—and by extension, Native—region. The textual components of the markers 
further reveal a layered and nuanced spectrality of past sentiments—like Lawson’s 
(1905) compiled history—towards Indigenous geographies that have bled into the 
modern landscape. As Cameron (2008) points out, “it seems critical to acknowledge 
that ghostliness is a politicalized state of being” (p. 390). Matless (2008), too, 
recognizes the political and cultural ties of spectrality as such when he states that “the 
cultural history of ghosts shows the spectral as a carefully constructed and contrived 
field of pleasures and anxieties” (p. 349). Kandiyohi County, through its selective 
inclusion and exclusion of history, is creating what I call a ‘spectral narrative’ bent 
towards manufacturing implicative understandings—Euro-American understandings—
regarding the culture and existence of Dakota people.  
Identifying a Spectral Narrative 
Maddern and Adey’s (2008) review of spectrality in geography identifies three 
key concepts of the spectral. These are (i) temporality, (ii) obduracy, and (iii) the non-
rational and affectual. Using these concepts, particularly temporality and obduracy, a 
broader ‘spectral narrative’ can be identified within Kandiyohi County’s historical site 
markers. According to Maddern and Adey (2008, p. 292), spectrality grants temporality 
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in that it “tangles up the string of temporal linearity” by bringing pasts and futures into 
the present and also by recognizing the presences that accompany knowledge of 
events that have already occurred or are anticipated to occur. 
 From this, the markers themselves can be seen as a form of temporality as they 
break linearity to combine different pasts—discrete events and discrete times—within 
the landscape of the present. On a deeper level, the markers have an underlying 
spectral discourse that reveals how places at the site markers are associated with a 
particular, often singular, event in time. As such, the present (the reader of the marker) 
meets the past (the event interpreted on the marker) at the marker’s location in the 
landscape. Most significantly, and recognizing that there is no such thing as an 
objective historical interpretation, each marker represents a specific interpretation of a 
specific past event that was chosen—above all other events—at a specific place 
intended for a particular kind of interpreter in the present—in this case, and in light of 
the affective experience of the history being told, the intended interpreter is white, non-
expert, and/or interested in ‘settler history’. Based on the authorship alone, these 
markers are written by settlers—or at least their descendants—who have created and 





Figure 4.26: Site 101–Berger Thorson Killed (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
The text reads: Berger Thorson was the first resident of what is now the city 
of Willmar. Little is known of the man except that he raised cattle and 
sometimes herded cattle for other settlers. On August 20, 1862 a Dakota war 
party surprised him near his cabin and, because they did not wish to alarm 
other settlers, killed him with a hatchet. Andrew Nelson, who had been 
herding cattle with Thorson, escaped through the herd and warned the 
Diamond Lake settlers of possible attack. Thorson's cabin stood on what is 
now North Seventh Street and Olaf Avenue in Willmar, one fourth of a mile 
south of this spot. 
 
As such, it is clear that these markers are not intended for the Dakota readers 
who were removed from their homelands.  
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This perspective is accomplished on some level by the constant inclusion of 
‘firsts’ within the markers that signify European beginnings without recognition that the 
same events are also implying the beginning of the end of Dakota presence in the area. 
Berger Thorson’s memorialization suggests that all that is known about him is that he 
was the “first white resident of what is now Willmar” (Figure 4.26). This creates a 
temporal juxtaposition—a spectrality through the narrative—of the two cultures’ 
relationship to time within the County. It is true that the nineteenth-century was the 
beginning of the region’s occupation by European Americans. To the Dakota, however, 
the events in the nineteenth-century do not fall at the end of their timeline as the makers 
imply. Instead, this period in history occupies only a small portion of a longstanding and 
ongoing Dakota timeline in Kandiyohi County.  
 
Figure 4.27: Site 309–Wakanda (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
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Temporality is also granted through the naming of land and lakes in the region. 
For example, Foot Lake is a lake in Willmar that was named after European settlers. 
This body of water exists within a county whose name reflects the anglicization of the 
Dakota language, Kandiyohi. Similarly, Lake Wakanda is home to a marker (Figure 
4.27) whose text explains that the Dakota word ‘Wakanda’ was replaced with other 
names (Wacanda and Waganga) by early pioneers and that “through the years, the 
word was lost in translation” but was recovered and renamed in 2005. In this case, the 
renaming went through without controversy whatsoever because it was the settlers 
themselves who remembered the name differently from the way it began to appear on 
maps called for the name change, not Dakota people.  
 
Figure 4.28: Site 212–Threshing Crew Attacked (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
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Temporality is further granted through the implied contrasting cultural values 
between settlers and the Dakota. The settlers are represented as diligent, hard-working, 
industrious, and brave (e.g., Death of Captain Cady Marker—Figure 4.8 and Kandiyohi 
County's First Church—Figure 4.10), pioneering, peaceful, amenable (e.g., Haugen 
Homestead—Figure 4.3), and pious (e.g., Guri Endresen—Figure 4.11; Kandiyohi 
County's First Church—Figure 4.10; and Lundborg Cabin—Figure 4.12). This contrasts 
with the description of the nameless and warlike Indians for whom conflict is a central 
part of their character (e.g., Victory Dance—Figure 4.9; Battle of the Broom—Figure 4.2; 
and Threshing Crew Attacked—Figure 4.28). 
 Spectrality is also arranged in the narrative through obduracy (Edensor 2005) as 
it opens our eyes to the stubbornness of past, present, and future presences in 
everyday experience—dismissing the presence of such immaterial specters proves to 
be a difficult task. The most obvious obdurate representation in the markers is that of 
the Dakota-US War of 1862. The constant fetishization of the War is simultaneously—
and infelicitously—revealing of an interpreted ‘true’ nature/character of the Indians as 
savage, sneaky/wily uncivilized, and irrational. And it is this nature of the Natives that, 
according to the markers, came as a shock or surprise to the amenable pioneers (e.g., 
Haugen Homestead—Figure 4.3). This is reinforced by the memorialization of the 
‘reasonable’ Indian (John Other Day—Figure 4.7). 
 Not only is the ‘war porn’ narrative obdurate in-and-of-itself, but the level of detail 
confers accuracy and truth that only an eye-witness can give. These details are 
provided in the form of descriptions of ‘atrocities/massacres’ (e.g., Olof Olson Haugen—
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Figure 4.4). The words used to describe the war become typified and through repetition, 
strengthen the spectral narrative as truth. This reinforces the fetishization of the War 
within the narrative itself. 
 When considered together, the markers display a narrative that creates a 
spectral field through which ghostly past presences can return and affect the 
understandings and interpretations of the present readers (as well as those of the 
future). This touches on the non-rational and affectual concepts of spectrality in that the 
emotions that are associated with the portrayal of Dakota/Natives in the markers are 
only granted via white European American settler interpretations. Through spectrality, 
the historical markers in Kandiyohi County are creating a specious narrative that 
imposes a far-from-nuanced identity onto Dakota/Natives.  
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 
Although the non-rational and affectual concepts of spectrality are not 
necessarily measured in the scope of this thesis, these concepts are touched on and 
identified as a key to reinforcing the established historical narrative. I argue, however, 
that these concepts could also be used to counter the established historical narrative by 
introducing Dakota perspective in the interpretation of historical events in the County—a 
potential future direction of this project. It is understood, however, that this is not as 
simple as it sounds. Iyekiyapiwin (St. Clair 2018) aptly reminds us that:  
The psychological process of getting new information that challenges what 
you already accept as true is very difficult. It's hard for us to absorb new 
information—and especially new information that challenges something 
that we already believe. You have to hear that over and over and over. 
 
This process, nevertheless, needs to be engaged as a corrective to the accumulative 
impact historical narratives like that of Kandiyohi County have on Dakota/Native identity. 
Indeed, there remains need for reinterpretation of local histories in the county. Reflecting 
this, a letter written to the State of Minnesota’s Art subcommittee from the Upper Sioux 
Community in 2016 demonstrates the opinions on the current historical narrative in 
Minnesota by stating that “the Dakota perspective and the Dakota experience is not at all 
accurately depicted . . . and a full telling of Minnesota history requires that the Dakota 
viewpoint be told” (Jensvold 2016). Comparably, Iyekiyapiwin (St. Clair 2018) states: 
The ways Dakota people lived in Mni Sota Makoce is a beautiful and 
fascinating thing to think about. The ways that we were diplomats in the 
region and the way we interacted with neighboring tribes before 
European's got here . . . There is so much worth thinking about, but we're 
so defined by the war that no one ever even thinks that's it's important to 




When you think about what it was like to have Dakota people exiled out of 
their homelands—forcibly removed—and made to live in another place. . . 
. [B]ut those stories don't get told because our whole identity is wrapped 
up in these few weeks—this event—the U.S.-Dakota War. So, what's 
really fascinating is the way the intense interest in the war has the effect of 
erasing almost all of our experience. 
 
In this way, general themes of a spectral narrative in Kandiyohi County extend beyond 
the markers themselves.  
A key influence for the content of the markers—as identified in this thesis—is the 
local history as told by Lawson (1905). The spectral affects/effects of these 
interpretations are not contained by the markers, however. There are visible traces 
linking such interpretations to how Dakota/Native culture is represented in the popular—
the ‘ordinary’—cultural landscape. Such discursive subthemes emerge that make 
specters of the Native presence in the landscape, marginalizing and trivializing the 
Dakota as an historic and apparently marketable curiosity. Examples of this include the 
Little Crow Golf Club (Figure 5.1), Little Crow Gunworks (Figure 5.2), and Hillcrest Truck 




Figure 5.1: Little Crow Golf Club (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
 
 







Figure 5.3: Hillcrest Truck Stop (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
Other representations that marginalize Dakota experience and identity include 
road signs and street names. From Indian Beach Road (Figure 5.4) to the symbol for 
the Glacial Ridge Trail Scenic Byway route marker (Figure 5.5).  Iyekiyapiwin reflects on 
such imagery: 
I am perplexed by [the] Little Crow Golf Club. Why is that called that? But I 
also see this as a narrative—a theme—that I experience in all of 
Minnesota. Native names, images, and Native stories are smooshed and 





Figure 5.4: Indian Beach Road (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
The Glacial Ridge Trail sign (Figure 5.5) is particularly puzzling. The sign marks 
a portion of roadway that follows a scenic route through the landscape where the land 
was sculpted by pre-historic glacial recession. Yet, this marker has an arrowhead for its 




Figure 5.5: Glacial Ridge Trail (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok). 
Then of course, there’s the 17-foot golden statue in downtown Willmar, possibly 
the most spectral of images of Dakota presence by virtue of the fact it is a 
representation of a person who didn’t even exist—an idealization made possible by the 
relegation of Native identity to anonymity and to the past. I think the most fitting 
summarization of the effects of spectral narratives comes from a Native perspective:  
In the settler mind, land was property, real estate, capital, or natural 
resources. But to our people, it was everything: identity, the connection to 
our ancestors, the home of our nonhuman kinfolk, our pharmacy, our 
library, the source of all that sustained us. Our lands were where our 
responsibility to the world was enacted, sacred ground. It belonged to 
itself; it was a gift, not a commodity, so it could never be bought or sold. 
These are the meanings people took with them when they were forced 
from their ancient homelands. (Kimmerer 2013). 
 
How ironic, or perhaps fitting, that spectral Native imagery is used to symbolize 
white values associated with land and activity on it. In Kandiyohi County, the markers 
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are used to tell a story through words, but also through the selectivity, implication, and 
absence that the signs and pictures in the landscape embody as a whole. The very 
qualities of the spectral—temporality; obduracy; and the irrational/affectual—will require 
countering with the same qualities, and perhaps methods, but drawing on Native 
representations of their own history to address the temporal, spatial, and textual bias in 
the current Euro-American construction of Dakota identity and culture and ultimately (re-
)place the Dakota in their ancestral landscape of Kandiyohi County—and places 
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 Appendix A: Tables  






Table 1.2: Index of Sites in Study Area 
 
Site Count Site Index Site Name Year 
1 101 Berger Thorson Killed 1862 
2 102 Foot Cabin 1857 
3 103 Grasshopper Plague 1876 
4 104 Erikson Cabin 1862 
5 105.1 First Church in County Sign 1859 
6 105.2 First Church in County Location 1860 
7 106 Haugen Homestead 1859 
8 107 Olof Olson Haugen 1859 
9 108 The Endreson Cabin 1858 
10 109 Johannes Iverson 1858 
11 110 Military Post 1865 
12 111 Isle of Refuge 1862 
13 112 Lundborg Cabin 1862 
14 113 Victory Dance 1857 
15 114 Robins Islands 1862 
16 115.2 Old Log Church 1868 
17 115.1 Old Log Church 1868 
18 116 Red River Trail 1850 
19 117 Jericho 1879 
20 201 Spicer/Columbia 1886 
21 202 First Home in County 1856 
22 203 Little Crow's Camp 1850 
23 204 Green Lake Village and Mill 1864 
24 205 First Missionary 1740 
25 206 Indian Camp 1850 
26 207 Green Lake Mounds 1650 
27 208 Irving Township 1856 
28 209 Fullerville 1858 
29 210 Battle of the Broom 1860 
30 211 Cape Bad Luck 1863 
31 212 Threshing Crew Attacked 1862 
32 213 Diamond Lake Camp 1862 
33 214 Gates Homestead 1857 
34 215 Red River Trail 1850 
35 216 Wheeler Lake Camp 1862 
36 217 Killed by Indians 1862 
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37 218 Shipstead Homestead 1862 
38 301 Captain Cady 1863 
39 302 Train Wreck 1882 
40 303 Capitol Hill 1861 
41 304 John Other Day Camp 1862 
42 305 Military Post 1865 
43 306 
U.S.-Dakota War of 1862 
Aftermath 
1863 
44 307 Whitefield Township 1856 
45 308 Carrie Johnson 1858 
46 309 Wakanda 1669 
47 310 Farm Holiday Association 1932 
48 401 1873 Blizzard 1873 
49 402 Dakota Camp 1862 
50 403 Washburn Farm 1862 
51 501 Acton Massacre Site 1862 
52 502.3 West Lake Massacre Site- 3 1862 
53 502.1 West Lake Massacre Site- 1 1862 
54 502.2 West Lake Massacre Site- 2 1863 
55 503 West Lake Victims' Monument 1891 
56 504 Guri Endreson Monument 1862 
57 505 




U.S.-Dakota War of 1862 
Memorial 
1969 
59 509 Chief Kandiyohi 1862 
60 508 
































Berger Thorson Killed 
 
Berger Thorson was the first resident 
of what is not the city of Willmar. Little 
is known of the man except that he 
raised cattle and sometimes herded 
cattle for other settlers. On August 20, 
1862 a Dakota war party surprised him 
near his cabin and, because they did 
not wish to alarm other settlers, killed 
him with a hatchet. Andrew Nelson, 
who had been herding cattle with 
Thorson, escaped through the herd 
and warned the Diamond Lake settlers 
of possible attack. Thorson's cabin 
stood on what is now North Seventh 
Street and Olaf Avenue in Willmar, 




by: the family 
of John O. 
Larson in 
memory of his 









102 Foot Cabin 
Foot Cabin 
 
Solomon and Adaline (Stocking) Foot, 
with their four children, were the first 
white settlers in Willmar Township, at 
this site in 1857. (Nearby Foot Lake 
was named after them.) Ground was 
broken in the spring. Vegetables, 
grain, and corn were planted. At 
harvest time, they used all types of 
noises to rescue their crops from 
hordes of blackbirds.  
 
The Foots learned of approaching 
Indians on August 20, 1862, and went 
to the Oscar and Gertrude Erikson 
home. Oscar and Solomon were 
injured during a gun battle with the 
Dakota. Their families went for help. 
Guri Endreson with her son, Ole, 
rescued the two wounded men and 
brought them to Forest City, where the 



















Appendix B: Figures 
 
 
Appendix Figure 2-A: Site 507—Kandiyohi County Historical Society. 
 
 
Appendix Figure 2-B: Site 508—Diamond Lake Community Park.  



























Appendix Figure 2-G: Minnesota Historical Society Honors Guri Endreson (Photo  



















Appendix Figure 2-K: Site 308–Carrie Johnson (Photo credit: Molly Lou Pintok).  
